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Duration: 10 minutes

Stick Jumps Edges Abd Turns
Each player places their stick on ice in own space. Coach 
demos at center. Jumps, fig 8, 1 leg edges, Mohawks, cross 
overs, quick punch turns, backward, transitional. 

Notes
Goalies review skating skills and add puck handling and 
playing puck. 

Duration: 10 minutes

Shadow Partner Drill
Two players stand across from each other shadowing each 
other in a follow the leader style competitive environment. 
Side steps, forward and backward, down and up, turns. To 
have fun add tag and Mohawks. 

Duration: 30 minutes

Passing Under Pressure
Station 1 - split players in 3 sections of 2 players. Outside 
players pass and shoot and inside players try to intercept 
pass. Rotate quickly or after each interception. 

Station 2 - 3 v 3. Outside players can move laterally along 
their sides while inside circle players get open and pass to 
their team. Players on outside canʼt be checked while 
inside players must stay inside circle. 10 completed passes 
with their team wins trying to go from one side of circle to 
other. 

Station 3- 1 on 1 for in front of net while rest of team is in a 
line at blue. Players need to pass to their team before being 
allowed to score. Player who passes can join teammate to 
make it 2 on 1. Go up to max 3 v 3. 

Station 4- player beside net passes to one of players 
spread out in half circle. Then chases to check them. Player 
can shoot or make a pass to shot. If checked players are 
replaced. 
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Small Area 3 V 3
Split into two teams each end and play cross ice 3 v 3


